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Hazmat incidents involving highly toxic substances are now a daily reality facing many
emergency services. Nuclear, biological and chemical hazards and other disasters are
no longer confined to Hollywood movies.

The officers on call must be able to assess and deal with extreme and complex hazardous
situations swiftly, accurately and professionally. They must have a full range of technical
equipment at their disposal. They have to continually upgrade their tactical and strategical 
expertise. And they must be able to adapt to any new kind of scenario.

Operations



The OPTIMAL concept The OPTIMAL company The OPTIMAL products and services
The right equipment means first and foremost components that can be rapidly deployed on a mobile and location-independent basis by 
a minimum number of operatives.

The OPTIMAL concept provides equipment for the entire field of operations relating to “hazardous materials” — equipment that is
modular-based, practice-oriented and easy to use.

 

OPTIMAL, that‘s a medium-sized service company with its own production facilities in Germany. Since 1997, its highly competent and 
highly motivated team has specialized in developing and manufacturing portable equipment for dealing with, and cleaning up after,
incidents that involve hazardous materials.

The equipment ranges from individual stand-alone components through to fully equipped hazmat combat vehicles. Our products can be 
procured either direct or via major fire-service and environment-protection equipment suppliers at home and abroad. Sales partners and 
emergency service representatives alike agree that sustainably high quality, customer-centric service and innovative product development 
are the main factors behind OPTIMAL‘s top reputation as a company unrivalled in its professionalism.

• Oil spill equipment for water bodies, inland waterways, harbors,
 coastal areas etc.

• Mobile retention system for chemicals and extinguishing water

• Decontamination equipment for personnel, vehicles and appliances

• Mobile flooding protection systems and flooding protection lines
 (dikes) and for safeguarding buildings – in the event of
 torrential rain, for example 

• Consultation, concept and design

• Production / sales & distribution

• Service / training programs 


